GRÜEZI*
*“Greh-tzi” – Swiss German for: Hello, welcome

Your bridge into Switzerland.
W I R T S C H A F T S B E R AT U N G A G

BÄRGBLUEME*
*“Berg-blue-meh” – Swiss German for: alpine flowers

GRÜEZI
Are you considering moving your business or private residence to
Switzerland? Are you currently wondering about succession
planning in your company? Or are you thinking about buying a firm
in Switzerland? Then you’ll need a partner who you can rely on,
who is familiar with the intricacies of Swiss culture and who can reliably
and skilfully help you navigate the bureaucratic labyrinth, allowing
you to get to where you want to go quickly and confidently.
As an independent partner, Fokus Wirschaftsberatung AG can offer
you valuable services. Not only because we have an in-depth
knowledge of how our country works, but also because we have the
necessary know-how and empathy to provide you with just the solution
to make you feel at home in your new environment immediately.
We are also happy to inform you of the favourable tax arrangements
in the Canton of Lucerne, and if you want to know where the most
beautiful flowers in Switzerland are in bloom, we can tell you that as well!
Whatever you’ve got planned, we promise reliability,
integrity and professionalism 100%.
Welcome to Fokus Wirtschaftsberatung AG.
Your bridge into Switzerland.

VERTROUE*
*“Fer-troh-eh” – Swiss German for: Trust

Fokus Wirtschaftsberatung AG can do a lot for you.
For example:

BUSINESS RELOCATION
We support and advise you every step of the way as you
successfully establish your business in Switzerland. We can help with:
- contractual matters and contract law, including entries in
the commercial register
- location selection for your new company headquarters
- financial advice
- book-keeping, accountancy and tax matters
- recruitment
- insurance and retirement planning
- marketing and communication
Our services are tailored to your individual needs. On request, we can
work with your existing partners and complement their services where
required with our expert knowledge.

SUCCESSION PLANNING
Selling businesses is one of our strengths. We help you throughout
the process, advising and liaising. You can trust our experience and our
extensive network when carrying out a targeted search for successors,
partners and investors.
A targeted analysis allows us to lay the necessary groundwork
to make your company attractive to possible buyers.

MÖNSCHE*
*“Moonch-eh” – Swiss German for: People

Our team at Fokus Wirtschaftsberatung AG comprises proven
specialists in all relevant areas.
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W I R T S C H A F T S B E R AT U N G A G
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